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Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction: Aging and
Assistive Environments
The Galaxy Watch is Samsung's best offering yet. Be its nifty rotating bezel or the
strong battery life, the watch is impressive in a lot of aspects. And as
smartwatches usually do, it also boasts some really cool features that make our
everyday life a lot easier and in a sense, prettier.You've just picked up your new
Samsung Galaxy Watch, and you're excited about the potential the smartwatch
brings to your wrist.But while you can pick up on some neat features by
experimenting on your own, it could take you quite a long time to uncover all the
different tricks your Galaxy Watch is capable of performing.That's where we come
in. Instead of spending time sifting through different menus looking for a way to
take a screenshot, connect your Bluetooth headphones or whatever else, we've
detailed tips and tricks to help you out. Here is a preview of what you will learn:
-How to Set up Your Galaxy Watch-Change what lives in your quick settingsCustomize your workout screens-Stylize Various Elements of the Watch FaceReorder Apps as per Your Liking-Turn on Goodnight mode to mute the noise at
night-Change background on widgets and notification screens-Keeping calm with
your Galaxy Watch Active-Tweak Good Night Mode-Customize Notifications-Sync to
the Companion App-Setup Samsung Pay-Decide Which Apps You'll Get NotificationsTroubleshooting common problems-Much, much, more!Download your copy of
"Samsung Galaxy Watch User Guide" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now 1-Click"
button.

Crypt of the Shadowking
Samsung Galaxy Watch User Guide
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Graphic Showbiz
“Halting State [is] a near-future story that is at once over-the-top and compellingly
believable.” – Vernor Vinge, author of Rainbows End In the year 2018, Sergeant
Sue Smith of the Edinburgh constabulary is called in on a special case. A daring
bank robbery has taken place at Hayek Associates—a dot-com start-up company
that’s just floated onto the London stock exchange. But this crime may be a bit
beyond Smith’s expertise. The prime suspects are a band of marauding orcs with a
dragon in tow for fire support. The bank is located within the virtual reality land of
Avalon Four, and the robbery was supposed to be impossible. When word gets out,
Hayek Associates and all its virtual “economies” are going to crash hard. For
Smith, the investigation seems pointless. But the deeper she digs, the bigger the
case gets. There are powerful players—both real and pixelated—who are watching
her every move. Because there is far more at stake than just some game-head’s
fantasy financial security…

Samsung Galaxy S8 For Dummies
Outwit and outmock those Crazy Conservatives! Tired of the delusional rantings of
right-wing nut jobs? Does the mere mention of the Tea Party or Fox News pose a
clear and present danger to your sanity? No matter the flavor of your misguided
right-wing adversary, here's a survival guide for anyone who's fantasized about
smacking down a conservative blowhard. Learn how to: • Hurl witty retorts at
Obama haters, Bible-thumpers, and Wall Street shills • Explain why the Left is right
and the Right is wrong with the dueling Conservative and Liberal Manifestos •
Survive family sparring matches, manage workplace squabbles, and learn to cope
if you're sleeping with the enemy • Entertain your friends and terrify your enemies
while arguing politics on Facebook and Twitter • Use conservatives' words against
them with a handy compilation of moronic right-wing quotes It's time to defend
America against every intolerant, corrupt, arrogant, greed-mongering, sciencehating, reality-denying imbecile in your midst. Stop the stampede of mindless, factloathing wingnuts!

My Samsung Galaxy S5
Wang Xiao, the King of Mercenaries who once shook the world. This time, he had
returned to the city to become the CEO's bodyguard. In order to conquer this CEO,
Wang Xiao had done everything he could For the sake of his brothers, he would not
hesitate to cut off all his ribs; for the sake of a woman, he would not hesitate to
lose all his integrity Monster bodyguard, rampaging through the city!

Encyclopaedia of Hell
The evil Zhentarim attempt to take over the richest of the Caravan Cities, and
Harper agent Mari Al'Marin and ex-Harper Caledan try to foil the wicked plot. By
the author of Kindred Spirits.

Samsung Galaxy S6 for Dummies
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Updated July 2015 If you own the Samsung Galaxy S6 and S6 Edge then this
resource will help you better understand how to use your innovative and cutting
edge mobile device. This latest guidebook will help you learn how to get the most
out of your smartphone with helpful how-to instructions, tips, tricks and
troubleshooting. Here are a few of the great features of this user's guide: - Getting
started with the Samsung Galaxy S6. - How to transfer your contacts to S6. - How
to use the new Fingerprint Scanner. - Phone basics, tips & tricks. - Hidden features,
tips & tricks on Samsung Galaxy S6. - Taking photos and video with the Samsung
Galaxy S6. - A look at some of the best free apps to install to take your phone to
the next level. - A look at the best free game apps for your phone. - Choosing
Samsung Galaxy S6 accessories to enhance your phone, and much more! Buy this
guide now, and you'll learn all of the above and more in this book which features
screenshots straight from the Galaxy S6 and step-by-step instructions on the
processes involved in unleashing more powerful features of the smartphone! This
is a must-have eBook for any Galaxy S6 user who wants to take their device to the
next level and get more out of their smartphone! **Please note this book is for
owners of the version of the Galaxy S6 smartphone sold in the United States and
may not apply to versions of the phone in other countries.**

Samsung Galaxy S6 User Manual
It’s the revolutionary science study guide just for middle school students from the
brains behind Brain Quest. Everything You Need to Ace Science . . . takes readers
from scientific investigation and the engineering design process to the Periodic
Table; forces and motion; forms of energy; outer space and the solar system; to
earth sciences, biology, body systems, ecology, and more. The BIG FAT
NOTEBOOK™ series is built on a simple and irresistible conceit—borrowing the
notes from the smartest kid in class. There are five books in all, and each is the
only book you need for each main subject taught in middle school: Math, Science,
American History, English Language Arts, and World History. Inside the reader will
find every subject’s key concepts, easily digested and summarized: Critical ideas
highlighted in neon colors. Definitions explained. Doodles that illuminate tricky
concepts in marker. Mnemonics for memorable shortcuts. And quizzes to recap it
all. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOKS meet Common Core State Standards, Next
Generation Science Standards, and state history standards, and are vetted by
National and State Teacher of the Year Award–winning teachers. They make
learning fun, and are the perfect next step for every kid who grew up on Brain
Quest.

The Chasch
Let a Student Who Got a Perfect 2400 Show You How to Ace the SAT Shaan Patel
was just like you: a normal teenager enjoying his high school years and giving little
thought to the SAT. But after a disappointing first try on a practice exam, he
buckled down and read everything he could find about SAT prep. His research,
persistence, and hard work helped him win the ultimate SAT prize--a perfect 2400
score! In SAT 2400 in Just 7 Steps, Shaan shares the proven strategies, winning
preparation plans, and high-scoring methods he used to reach a perfect score.
Study strategies that can turn an ordinary student into an SAT genius The actual
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SAT Essay that Shaan wrote when he scored a 2400 The most powerful SAT
Reading strategy: WYPAD--Write Your Personal Answers Down The 15 math
strategies you must know to solve any SAT Math question Answer explanations to
hundreds of SAT practice questions using a perfect score mind-set Shaan Patel is
from Las Vegas, where he attended public schools. Shaan's perfect SAT score took
his academic career to new heights. His test preparation efforts won him admission
to prestigious universities, scholarships, and national awards such as Presidential
Scholar, USA Today All-USA High School Academic Team Honorable Mention, and
National Merit Finalist. Visit 2400expert.com for more test-taking tips from Shaan.

Everything You Need to Ace Science in One Big Fat Notebook
Explore Samsung's next generation Galaxy smartphone Do you want an easy-tofollow guide to everything your new Galaxy S5 smartphone can do? From the
basics of texting and accessing the Internet to the most advanced features and
new software apps, Samsung Galaxy S5 For Dummies makes the need for tech
support obsolete. The Galaxy S5 is designed to be faster and more powerful than
ever. This latest release in the market-leading line of smartphones is full of new
features for you to explore with the help of Samsung Galaxy S5 For Dummies. With
over 1 million apps available for the Google Android operating system, there's
almost nothing you can't do with the Samsung Galaxy S5. This book will guide you
through finding and installing the applications that work best for you and getting
the most out of your device. Includes information on setup and configuration, the
new camera features, video, GPS navigation, and media Find out how to sync the
Galaxy S5 Discover tips and tricks to unlock your smartphone's full potential
Samsung Galaxy S5 For Dummies is the lively, informative guide you'll want to
keep handy. Whether you're new to the world of mobile devices, or consider
yourself a more experienced user, this book and covers all the Galaxy S5
capabilities and features.

Galaxy S II: The Missing Manual
In this book, the authors of the 20-year best-selling classic Security in Computing
take a fresh, contemporary, and powerfully relevant new approach to introducing
computer security. Organised around attacks and mitigations, the Pfleegers' new
Analyzing Computer Security will attract students' attention by building on the highprofile security failures they may have already encountered in the popular media.
Each section starts with an attack description. Next, the authors explain the
vulnerabilities that have allowed this attack to occur. With this foundation in place,
they systematically present today's most effective countermeasures for blocking or
weakening the attack. One step at a time, students progress from
attack/problem/harm to solution/protection/mitigation, building the powerful realworld problem solving skills they need to succeed as information security
professionals. Analyzing Computer Security addresses crucial contemporary
computer security themes throughout, including effective security management
and risk analysis; economics and quantitative study; privacy, ethics, and laws; and
the use of overlapping controls. The authors also present significant new material
on computer forensics, insiders, human factors, and trust.
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SAMSUNG GT-S5830 GALAXY ACE LEICHT-GEMACHT;HANDYLEICHT-GEMACHT FUR SAMSUNG GT-S5830 GALAXY ACE.
“Space is deep, Man is small and Time is his relentless enemy.” How far is too far?
Alan Corday is about to find out. Corday is shanghaied aboard a craft bound for the
stars on a journey at the speed of light, the world he leaves behind fast vanishing
into the past. And nothing in the dark, forbidding reaches of space can prepare him
for the astounding discovery he will make upon his return from the stars. “This is
indeed golden SF from the Golden Age.” —Publishers Weekly Starred Review

Sniper Ace
Awakening in a clinic with most of his memories missing, Robin goes on the run
from unknown enemies out to kill him, volunteering to take part in the Glasshouse,
an experimental polity simulating a pre-accelerated culture in which he will be
assigned an anonymous identity, but he experiences radical changes that threaten
everything. 20,000 first printing.

The Ace Bodyguard
Diplomarbeit aus dem Jahr 2012 im Fachbereich Informatik - Sonstiges, Note: 1,0,
Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft Dresden (Fakultät Informatik/Mathematik),
Veranstaltung: Medieninformatik, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Auszug Einleitung:
Der Aufbau der folgenden Arbeit gliedert sich in einen theoretischen und einen
praktischen Abschnitt. In einem theoretischen Teil werden historische Meilensteine
der AR-Entwicklung aufgezeigt und es wird untersucht welche mobilen Geräte und
Betriebssysteme für die Vision-basierte Augmented Reality Entwicklung in Frage
kommen. Anhand von Beispielen aus der Praxis werden mögliche
Anwendungsgebiete aufgezeigt. Danach werden verschiedene
Entwicklungsmöglichkeiten erläutert. Zum einen werden die verschiedenen ARBrowser und verschiedene Toolkits, die Natural Feature Tracking (NFT)
beherrschen, miteinander verglichen und zum anderen werden die Vor- und
Nachteile der beiden Entwicklungswege gegeneinander abgewogen.

Revista javeriana
It’s the revolutionary math study guide just for middle school students from the
brains behind Brain Quest. Everything You Need to Ace Math . . . covers everything
to get a student over any math hump: fractions, decimals, and how to multiply and
divide them; ratios, proportions, and percentages; geometry; statistics and
probability; expressions and equations; and the coordinate plane and functions.
The BIG FAT NOTEBOOK™ series is built on a simple and irresistible
conceit—borrowing the notes from the smartest kid in class. There are five books
in all, and each is the only book you need for each main subject taught in middle
school: Math, Science, American History, English Language Arts, and World History.
Inside the reader will find every subject’s key concepts, easily digested and
summarized: Critical ideas highlighted in neon colors. Definitions explained.
Doodles that illuminate tricky concepts in marker. Mnemonics for memorable
shortcuts. And quizzes to recap it all. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOKS meet Common Core
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State Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and state history standards,
and are vetted by National and State Teacher of the Year Award–winning teachers.
They make learning fun and are the perfect next step for every kid who grew up on
Brain Quest.

Personalisiertes Dialogmarketing per Augmented-Reality-App.
Entwicklung eines Prototyps für Smartphones und Tablets mit
Natural-Feature-Tracking-Toolkits
Down Through the Years
The frigid Rocky Mountain air is nothing compared to the chill between a gorgeous
scientist and a hardened FBI agent. But out in the middle of nowhere, all it takes is
body heat to melt the snow. Alex Scott has been doing just fine on her own,
studying mountain lions and living alone in a log cabin seventy-five miles from
anywhere. The last thing she needs is some cocky guy, even one with looks to die
for, falling from the sky. All FBI agent Tag Donovan wants is to find the mobster
who killed his partner. But when he finds himself pushed off a low-flying plane, only
to land face-down in the snow in a hail of bullets, survival is the only thing on his
mind. Until he gets a good look at the beauty who drags him to safety. Ignoring
each other isn’t going to work when there’s no one else around—especially when
Alex could be the key to solving Tag’s mystery. And though Tag’s aching body
wants nothing but bed rest, Alex’s smoky voice makes him think of more exciting
uses for the bed. And the table. And—well, after all, he’s no snow-angel.

Samsung Galaxy S5 For Dummies
Get the most out of your Samsung Galaxy S8 smartphone! Whether you're
seasoned in all things Samsung or get seized up at the thought of learning new
technology, this no-nonsense guide makes it fast, easy, and fun to unlock
everything your Galaxy S8 has to offer. Starting with the basics, like setup and
configuration, and moving on to more advanced topics, like expanding your
phone's potential with new software releases, it leaves no stone unturned —
offering you the clear and thorough guidance you need to make the most out of
every feature and capability available in the Galaxy S8. There's a reason Samsung
dominates the smartphone market — they design and manufacture an undeniably
awesome product, and they just keep getting better with each new release. From
texting, emailing, and accessing the Internet to taking pictures, watching movies,
and downloading apps, the instruction provided in Samsung Galaxy S8 For
Dummies will help you become a Samsung samurai in a snap! Use your S8 to stay
in touch with calls, text, social media, and email Offers step-by-step instructions for
personalizing and securing your phone Helps you troubleshoot common problem
Have fun downloading games and apps, watching videos, taking photos, and much
more Now get your Galaxy S8 out of its box and keep this book close by — things
are about to get really fun!

Glasshouse
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How to Win a Fight With a Conservative
The four-volume set LNCS 8513-8516 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
8th International Conference on Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction,
UAHCI 2014, held as part of the 16th International Conference on HumanComputer Interaction, HCII 2014, held in Heraklion, Crete, Greece in June 2014,
jointly with 14 other thematically similar conferences. The total of 1476 papers and
220 posters presented at the HCII 2014 conferences was carefully reviewed and
selected from 4766 submissions. These papers address the latest research and
development efforts and highlight the human aspects of design and use of
computing systems. The papers thoroughly cover the entire field of humancomputer interaction, addressing major advances in knowledge and effective use
of computers in a variety of application areas. The total of 251 contributions
included in the UAHCI proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected for
inclusion in this four-volume set. The 75 papers included in this volume are
organized in the following topical sections: design for aging; health and
rehabilitation applications; accessible smart and assistive environments; assistive
robots and mobility, navigation and safety.

Samsung Galaxy S10 & S10 Plus
Introduces the major features of the Samsung Galaxy S series of smartphones,
covering such topics as texting, accessing the Internet, downloading apps, sharing
pictures, playing music and videos, using maps, and maximizing shortcuts--

Computers Helping People with Special Needs
手機GOGO NO91
An introduction to the tablet computer covers such topics as personalizing settings,
voice commands, social networking, sharing and printing photos, and video
chatting.

Ace Is Wild
Marine News
1. iPad 3搶先報：APPLE的平板獨霸全球，現在第代即將現身，GOGO會有第1手的報導。 2.
最新30款APP、Android、Windows Mobile專用軟體介紹。 3. 哈燒手機：Android
4.0正式現身，各家手機商亦開始推出，這裡最完整介紹及報導。 4. 最新手機完整評測及介紹 5. 212款手機行情表

Samsung Galaxy Tabs For Dummies
Throughout World War II, German snipers were obliged to carry a ’Scharfshützen
Buch’ which recorded every kill. Each success noted had to be verified by a witness
and signed by a superior officer.The journal of Sutkus is one of only a few such
books to have survived the war. It records more than 200 kills, placing him as one
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of the war’s most successful snipers. A large part of his journal is reproduced for
the first time here.

Szycher’s Practical Handbook of Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
An all-new illustrated storybook featuring the newest LEGO(R) City toy sets!

SAT 2400 in Just 7 Steps
Welcome to the Galaxy Popular for both work and play, Android tablets fill a useful
niche between smartphone and computer. Samsung’s Galaxy Tab kicks it up a
notch, offering both hardware and software technology beyond its competitors.
Samsung enhances the basics—web, email, eReader, navigation, music, video,
camera—and offers unique tools such as the Bixby assistant and the high-tech SPen. Coupled with an envious design, Galaxy Tab is a formidable contender to
other devices, offering features you won’t find anywhere else. Samsung Galaxy
Tab For Dummies helps you take full advantage of everything this sweet device
has to offer. Whether you’re looking to keep in touch with friends and family on
social media, want a portable way to stay connected to your work, or desire to
read the latest potboiler or catch-up with the latest streaming TV drama, the
Galaxy Tab makes it possible—and this book shows you how. Set up and start
using your new tablet Connect with email, video chat, and explore social media
Play games, enjoy music, watch movies and streaming TV Browse digital
magazines and enjoy ebooks A whole new galaxy awaits! Get ready to soak it all
in!

Stop That Train! (LEGO City: Storybook)
"There's a new kid in town, and she's a smart, kind, beautiful Little Red-Haired Girl.
And--good grief!--Charlie Brown finds himself instantly with a crush on her. Will he
be able to impress her? Meanwhile, Snoopy is heading out on a fantastical flight of
the imagination as the Flying Ace! While on his adventure, Snoopy falls head over
heels for Fifi, a spunky, high-flying poodle, in the skies over Paris. But when the
dastardly Red Baron captures Fifi, it's up to Snoopy and Woodstock to take down
the Red Baron once and for all!" --

Samsung Galaxy Active 2 Smartwatch User's Guide
Unlock Some Hidden Features on Your New Samsung Galaxy Active 2 Smartwatch
This Guide will teach you a lot about the Samsung Galaxy Watch Active2. After
purchasing the Galaxy Watch Active2, it is crucial to know how to operate the
Smartwatch. In this book, you will learn how to enable some hidden features on the
Galaxy Watch Active2 and some Tips and Tricks about the smartwatch. In addition
to that, you will also learn the following: How to charge the Galaxy Watch Active2
How to check the charging status How to wear the Samsung Galaxy Watch Active2
properly How to connect and replace the band How to restart the smartwatch How
to Change the watch face How to switch the screen How to turn on and off the
smartwatch How to customize the watch face with a photo How to activate the
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watch always on feature How to set up Samsung Pay How to import and export
messages on the Galaxy Watch Active2 How to set up SOS messages How to solve
common troubleshooting problems You will learn so many things you never knew
you could do with your SmartwatchSo what are you waiting for? Scroll up you will
see the orange "BUY NOW" button on the top right corner and download your copy
now! See you inside!!!

Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 For Dummies
Samsung Galaxy S10 & S10 plus 2019 User's Guide. 101 Tips and Tricks to Master
Your Samsung S10, S10 plus & 10eFor many years now, Samsung has had several
breakthroughs on smartphone development curve more than any other brand on
earth. This is not just because of its name but also purely out of the great success
in technical creativity. Samsung has been at the forefront to always introduce
something new to the market, rule the market and inspire the rest of the
developers. This is no exception for the latest flagship the Samsung Galaxy S10
series. This book has been carefully researched and details compiled to help you
get the best of the Samsung Galaxy S10 series phones. The sole purpose is to first
give you a kick-start before the exciting rollercoaster on some of the cool features
and operations of the Galaxy S10 series smartphones that you possibly did not
know about. Samsung is one of the leading smartphone manufacturers; you
definitely want to be on the frontline when it comes to usage. In order to give you
some of the best tips for the Samsung S10 series phones, below are some of the
topics we have covered in this well-done guide book: . Overview Samsung Galaxy
S10 and S10e before you buy it Getting started with your new Samsung Galaxy
How to use the Fingerprint Scanner The hardware Design Transferring Data from
an Existing Phone to the Galaxy S 10 Apps and games How to enable or disable
admin rights on Samsung Galaxy Tips and tricks for your Galaxy S10 What to do if
Samsung Galaxy is lost or stolen Download your copy of " Samsung Galaxy S10 &
S10 plus " by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.

Iron Sunrise
Presents an easy-to-understand guide to the Samsung Galaxy S II, and includes
guides on how to take photographs, synchronize contacts, browse the Internet, and
organize a music library.

Peanuts Movie Novelization
Explore the capabilities of your Samsung Galaxy S 6 with this definitive guide!
Learning to use a new phone can be both difficult and frustrating. With confusing
documentation and baffling support, the references provided by phone
manufacturers can be intimidating. Enter Samsung Galaxy S 6 For Dummies! This
extensive yet practical guide walks you through the most useful features of your
new Samsung Galaxy S 6—and it shows you all the best tricks to getting the most
out of your device. With an accessible and fun, yet informative writing style, this is
a text that you'll refer to again and again as you explore the capabilities of your
new smartphone! Samsung is the largest phone manufacturer in the world, so it's
no wonder that its flagship smartphone products—the Galaxy S line—have made
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quite a splash. Built around the Android operating system, the Galaxy S 6 is so
much more than a phone, it is a mobile device with endless capabilities, so why not
explore and use that functionality? Set up and configure your new smartphone to
fit your needs and preferences Review the phone's features and capabilities Access
key functionality, such as texting, emailing, accessing the internet, using
navigation, capturing photos and videos, social networking, watching movies,
downloading apps, securing and synching your phone with your PC Expand the
capabilities of your Samsung Galaxy S 6 by downloading new software upgrades
Samsung Galaxy S 6 For Dummies clearly explains the features and capabilities of
your new phone—and will have you up and running on your smartphone in no
time!

Everything You Need to Ace Math in One Big Fat Notebook
Charles Stross

Analyzing Computer Security
A humorous look at particular aspects of the mordern world set in encyclopedia
format, from accordions to zippers, written in the perspective of Satan to his
demon followers as a primer on Earth in preparation for invasion.

Halting State
The two-volume set LNCS 10896 and 10897 constitutes the refereed proceedings
of the 16th International Conference on Computers Helping People with Special
Needs, ICCHP 2018, held in Linz, Austria, in July2018. The 101 revised full papers
and 78 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 356
submissions. The papers are organized in the following topical sections: Web
accessibility in the connected world; accessibility and usability of mobile platforms
for people with disabilities and elderly persons: design, development and
engineering; accessible system/information/document design; accessible elearning - e-learning for accessibility/AT; personalized access to TV, film, theatre,
and music; digital games accessibility; accessibility and usability of self-service
terminals, technologies and systems; universal learning design; motor and mobility
disabilities: AT, HCI, care; empowerment of people with cognitive disabilities using
digital technologies; augmented and alternative communication (AAC), supported
speech; Art Karshmer lectures in access to mathematics, science and engineering;
environmental sensing technologies for visual impairment; 3D printing in the
domain of assistive technologies (AT) and do it yourselves (DIY) AT; tactile graphics
and models for blind people and recognition of shapes by touch; access to artworks
and its mediation by and for visually impaired people; digital navigation for people
with visual impairments; low vision and blindness: human computer interaction;
future perspectives for ageing well: AAL tools, products, services; mobile
healthcare and m-health apps for people with disabilities; and service and
information provision.

To the Stars
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Two line cooks decide to open their own restaurant in New Orleans in the second
book in the Rickey and G-Man series by novelist Poppy Z. Brite. New Orleans
natives Rickey and G-man are lifetime friends and down-and-out line cooks
desperate to make a quick buck. When Rickey concocts the idea of opening a
restaurant in their alcohol-loving hometown where every dish packs a spirited
punch, they know they’re on their way to the bank. With some wheeling and
dealing, a slew of great recipes, and a few lucky breaks, Rickey and G-man are
soon on their way to opening Liquor, their very own restaurant. But first they need
to pacify a local crank who doesn’t want to see his neighborhood disturbed,
sidestep Rickey’s deranged ex-boss, rein in their big-mouth silent partner before
he runs amok, and stay afloat in a stew of corruption in a town well known for its
bottom feeders. A manic, spicy romp through the kitchens, back alleys, dive bars,
and drug deals of the country’s most sublimely ridiculous city, author Poppy Z.
Brite masterfully shakes equal parts ambition, scandal, cocaine, and murder, and
serves Liquor straight up, with a twist.

Liquor
The Herald
This practical and comprehensive handbook offers step-by-step instruction, guiding
entrepreneurs of innovative technology startups all the way from idea to
profitability. With its easy-to-follow format aimed at both experienced as well as
novice entrepreneurs, this book covers all technical, financial, legal, and
governmental hurdles facing startups. It discusses common causes of business
failure and points out the pitfalls to avoid in getting innovative technology
successfully to market.
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